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ABSTRACT

The Prevalence of Computer Programming in Teacher Education
Coursework:

A California State University Profile

ASTUTE (Association of State Technology-Using Teacher
Educators) representatives were questioned in order to

provide a profile of the California State University's
computer coursework for preservice and inservice teachers.
Theorists debate the relevance of topics such as computer

programming in coursework for teachers.

This profile will

provide an example of computer topics offered and decisions
made regarding teacher education coursework in computers.
Nineteen of twenty representatives responded to a twenty

item questionnaire about computer coursework and computer

programming for teachers.

The findings of this study

revealed that varied topics are offered to teachers from

curricular software applications to telecommunications.
Inservice teachers are more likely to receive instruction in

diverse computer topics.

A majority of the campuses offered

computer programming as a topic for teachers.

Instruction

in hypermedia developmental tools was offered at most

campuses.

Programming languages were chosen for their ease/

availability, and by faculty biases and preferences.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

INTRODUCTION

Since the early 1980s, teachers have been challenged by

a mysterious machine they knew little about or how to use—
the microcomputer.

Consequently, computer education courses

have been created to provide teachers with the knowledge and

skills necessary to use computers in their schools.

But the

knowledge considered essential to teachers has not always
been defined consistently.

Computer education courses vary depending on what
information is emphasized (Adams & Fuchs, 1986; Okinaka,
1992).

Adams & Fuchs (1986) differentiate among four levels

of knowledge: awareness, literacy, application, and
innovation.

Students with an "awareness" level of knowledge

are aware of and have learned about computers.

Those

students with a "literacy" level of knowledge are able to

cope with computer-related technology.

In the "application"

level, students are able to demonstrate skills in their

usage of software applications.

Finally, the "innovation"

level of knowledge is comprised of skills needed to create

or design instructional software or computer activities and
materials.

Programming is a skill included in this level of

knowledge.

Adams & Fuchs note that this level is more time

consuming than most teachers can spend, yet "some of our

best innovations are coming from teachers today" (p. lev
ies).

Theorists note that the topic of programming has

caused debate (Adams & Fuchs, 198e; Jansson, Williams, &
Collens, 1987; Okinaka, 1992; Singletary, 1987; Thompson &
Friske, 1988).

Luehrmann (1984) among others, (Rude-

Parkins, 1990; Singletary, 1987) supports the inclusion of

programming skills while others, (Kearsley & Halley, 1988;
Niess, 1990; Ragsdale, 1988) dismiss programming as an
irrelevant topic for teachers.

Programming skills have

become a controversial component in computer education
coursework (Singletary, 1987; Thompson & Friske, 1988).

Due

to this controversy, determining whether programming skills
should or should not be included in computer education
courses becomes a confusing task.

Yet, this is a task that v

schools of education must confront to provide teachers with
current preparation in computer use.

This author chose to investigate by questionnaire how

one university system addresses teacher preparation in

computers.

Respondents to the questionnaire convey how

decisions regarding the inclusion or exclusion of computer
programming were made.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

The Changing Needs of Teachers

As technology evolves, teachers need to change.

During

r
the early 1980s, before computers were prevalent in
Kindergarten through 12th grade settings, teachers needed
basic information about how to use microcomputers for.their

personal needs.

When computers became accessible to

schools, instruction in computer programming was necessary
for teachers with little software at their disposal.

By the

middle 1980s, software was more prevalent and the creation
of programs was no longer necessary.

In the 1990s,

microcomputers are even more prevalent than ever before due

to urging by parents and the business world, needs in the
employment marketplace, and drastic cuts in their prices
(Office of Technology Assessment [OTA], 1989; Yoder and
Moursund, 1990; Woolfolk, 1990).

In the book. Power On!.

OTA (1989, p. 6) reports that public schools have access to
between 1.2 and 1.7 million computers.

Whether teachers

like it or not, microcomputers have found a permanent place
in schools.

Currently, more and more states are requiring students v

preparing to become teachers (preservice teachers) to enroll
in computer education courses prior to receiving their

credentials. States recommending additional coursework ox J
education (inservice) in technology for teachers possessing
credentials (inservice teachers) also continue to grow.

In

the "Ninth Annual Survey of the States," Bruder (1989b)

reported data from 46 states who responded to a survey about
new technology requirements prior to receiving teacher

certification. Of the 46 states plus District of Columbia,^
23 states required that students take computer courses prior

to being certified.

These students were in the following

programs: media specialists, business, computer, elementary,

and secondary education.

In sharp contrast to preservice

education, for inservice teachers, "94 percent of the

respondents do not require inservice computer or technology

training for teachers to maintain certification" though it
is provided in 93 percent of these states for interested
certified teachers (Bruder, 1989b, p. 26).

When certified

or credentialed teachers are offered instruction in new

technology and computers, it is provided by district ^

departments (90% of the stat^), state departments (67%),
and by teachers (31%).

More current figures were

unavailable in this area.

With increased availability to

enroll or participate in inservice programs and the

increased requirements to do so for preservice teachers,
topics offered become important if not crucial to the
microcomputer's success in schools.

Determining which topics are pertinent to teachers'
needs can also be confusing for designers of computer

coursework.

Additionally, topics which are included can

influence the teachers' positive or negative attitudes
towards computers (Dupagne & Krendl, 1992; Liu, Reed, &
Phillips, 1992; Okinaka, 1992).

These attitudes can later

reinforce or undermine the success of computer use in their

classrooms and schools (Ryan, 1991; Troyer, 1988; Dupagne &
Krendl, 1992).

The Intended Audience In Computer Education Courses

Teachers' needs change with technology advancements,

but how do the needs of preservice and credentialed teachers

differ?

Though both of these groups of teachers require

information in new technology as well as basic information
for novice computer users, some topics may be more

appropriate for each group (Ragsdale, 1988).

Credentialed

teachers currently teaching in schools have goals they need

to accomplish in their grade level or with their students.
Preservice teachers, though concentrating in general grade

levels (elementary or secondary), do not have specific

goals, but general goals.

Consequently, preservice teachers

may benefit more from general information regarding
computers for all grade levels and age levels.

Conversely,

credentialed teachers may benefit from specific skills or
specific topics (Diem, 1989; Liu et al., 1992).

For

example, secondary math teachers may be interested in

programming skills while elementary teachers might be
interested in software applications for beginning readers.

These differences may define what topics an institution
deems necessary for the teachers enrolled in preservice and
inservice courses.

The Relevance of Computer Programminq Skills

The inclusion or exclusion of one specific topic has

caused much debate in current literature—^computer

programming in computer education courses for teachers

(Singletary, 1987; Thompson & Friske, 1988).

Theorists

agreeing with Maddux (1992) discount computer prograiclming's
applicability to teachers.

Teachers do not have the time or

the ability to create software that can readily be found in
current available software (Goodman, 1985; KearSley &

Halley, 1986; Troyer, 1988).

Gomputer programming, Ragsdale

(1988) believes, takes time away from more important topics
such as existing software applications or how teachers can
utilize computers in their classrooms (Ragsdale, 1988).
Additionally, Reed & Palumbo (1992) and Johanson (1988)

question the practice of teaching programming skills as a
vehicle to teaching problem solving.

These theorists

believe that there are other applications and methods that
would better achieve this goal.

Computer courses should

instead provide teachers with knowledge about computers and

practice with applications and their numerous uses.
In contrast, theorists such as Luehrmann (1985) defend

the importance of computer programming in education and
advocate the teaching of programming skills.

Bullough &

Beatty (1987) believe computer programming "enhances

thinking and reasoning logically" (p. 200).

Rrogramming

also provides teachers with skills they can use to create
their own software to meet their personal needs (Rude-

Parkins,, 1990; Maddux, 1992; Singletary, 1987).

Being able

to program also gives teachers confidence and control with
computers as well as removes the mystery (Adams & Fuchs>
1986; Singletary, 1987).

Many studies and articles have been written about

programming skills in teacher education courses.

Little

research^ however, is devoted to the current status of

computer programming in teacher education courses at

institutions of higher education.

Additionally, though many

theorists cite the controversy and debate over the inclusion

or exclusion of programming (Jansson et al., 1987; Thompson
& Friske, 1988; Troyer, 1988), information related to how

decisions are made by designers of coursework for teachers
is lacking.
The Role of Teacher Educators

Computers provide teachers with powerful tools.

Yet

the information and Skills a teacher possesses can be just

as powerful.

Universities, colleges, districts, or any

other educator of teachers in computer usage have the

extensive task of instructing preservice and inservice

teachers in the many ways computers can enrich their

classrooms.

Topics universities arid colleges choose to

include in these courses will affect the attitudes of

teachers as well as how computers will be used in future

classrooms and schools (Dupa,gne & Krendl, 1992; Liu et al.,

1992).

While many theorists in current literature stress

the importance of carefully choosing the topics of a

computer education course (Beaver/ 1992; Brooks & Kopp,

1990; Oman & Willson, 1986), few have described current

topics offered by institutions of higher learning.
Additionally/ decisions pertinent to the inclusion or

exclusion of programming are also lacking.

By providing a

profile of the decisions made regarding computer education

courses and computer programming, those interested in the
preparation of teachers will have an example of how
institutions and teacher educators address these topics.

OBJECTIVES OF PROJECT

For this project, reprssentatives of ASTUTE

(Association of State Technolddy-Usi^^^ Teacher Educators)
were questioned about the topic of computer education
courses for teachers with specific emphasis on the inclusion
or exclusion of conipnter programming skills.

The objectives of this project included the following;

(a) to identify topics these representatives deem important
in the technology education of teachers, (b) to describe

decisions made regarding computer programming skills, (c) to
disclose the current :status;of prbgrhmming in computer
education courses, and (d) to differentiate between

instruction provided to preservice and credentialed
■'teachers./.

CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

Technology is a constantly changing field.

With each

major advancement in technology, the education of teachers
must change accordingly.

As microcomputers become more

pervasive in schools today, teachers who are competent and

knowledgeable in the usage of this technology are crucial.
Molnar (1981, p. 28) writes, "Rapid change is not easily
accepted by a profession such aS education, which usually
measures innovative adoption by generations of teachers and
decades of time."

But are teachers competent?

And how is a

teacher^s computer competence determined?
Educating Computer Competent Teachers

Teachers can be divided into two groups;

and inservice teachers.

preservice

Though differences in classifying

teachers as preservice or inservice teachers vary from state
to state, generally preservice teachers are those students
working on degrees to become a credentialed teacher.

In

contrast, inservice teachers are those teachers who are
currently credentialed.

Preservice teachers are preparing for an unknown school

environment.

Rarely will these teachers know what type of

hardware their future school has, let alone what types of
software applications are available.

Henco# schools of

education need to provide technology rich experiences for

teachers.

Beaver (1992) cites problems with preservice

teacher education including the lack of: technologically
enriched classrooms to practice in and technologically
competent supervisors.

Yet, Glenn (1993, p. 18) notes,

"Colleges of education, because they are usually at the

lower end of the technology ^food chain,' are experiencing
dramatic reductions in technology budgets."

Preservice

teachers represent only the beginning of the education of
teachers in computer use.

There are many more inservice

teachers currently teaching who lack even the most basic
computer skills.

Bruder (1989a, p. 23) emphasizes that

"while preservice training is essential, the existing work
force of teachers cannot be ignored."
Inservice teachers, in contrast to preservice teachers,
are responsible for students' progress and have goals and

objectives to reach.

This group of teachers is seeking

solutions for existing problems and needs they have in their
classrooms (Fulton, 1988).

The OTA (1989, p. 88) reports

that "teachers need opportunities for practice...with
support....Teachers need continuing training as the

technology changes, as new and more effective applications
are developed, and as more is learned about learning with
technology."

Bruder (1989a, p. 26) concurs with the OTA

When she writes, "Although preservice is undoubtedly a

necessity to introduce future teachers to technology, some
educators assert that it will be inservice which finally
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gives us a solid generation of technology-competent
teachers."

But what capabilities do "technology-competent

teachers" have?

In 1981, Molnar stressed the need for "computer

literate" individuals; thus, the beginning of the phrase

"computer literacy."

Molnar writes, "if individuals are not

computer-literate and do not understand how these systems
[microcomputers] work, they will be unable to take advantage
of information and will be unable to meaningfully

participate in actions that affect their lives" (p. 26).
Since the origin of this phrase, theorists have tried to
create and operational definition of computer literacy.

Kay

(1989, 1992) has described how approaches to teaching

computer courses and defining cpmpiiter literacy changed with

the advanciements in microcomputer hardware and software.
Approaches to Defining Computer Literacv

Kay (1989) in a review of literature from 1978 to 1987

identified five distinct strategies for defining computer
literacy.

These strategies include:

specificity, global,

planned, eyolutionary, and individual needs.

These

strategies coincide with advancements in microcomputer

technology (p. 43).

By detailing these five approaches, Kay

tried to show the difficulties in defining computer literacy

due to rapid advancements in microcomputer hardware and
software (p. 36).

Theorists adopting the specificity approach
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••concentrate on one particular component of computer

literacy to the exclusion of other cOmponents^^ (Kay, 1989>

p. 36). One popular component in the infancy of computer
education courses was programming.

Microcomputers were

brand new, mysterious and software was limited.

Luehrmann

(1984) emphasized the importance of programming skills in
order to control the computer.

Luehrmann believed that an

individual needed to be able to communicate with the

computer in order to be considered computer literute.
Programming skills were emphasized in order for teachers to
create their own software.

literacy included:

Other components of computer

technology, seeing the computer as a

tool, and computer awareness (Kay, 1989, p. 36).

The global approach contrasted with the specificity
approach in that computer literacy was defined by a
comprehensive set of skills.

This approach developed after

software application packages flooded the market.

Theorists

found that the numerous software packages and skills could

be organized into a ••comprehensive menu of essential

computer literacy skills^^ (Kay, 1992, p. 451).

Anderson and

Klassen (1981, p. 68) described their list of objectiV:es for

computer literacy as an "evolving conceptual structure and

smorgasbord for computer literacy." Programming skills were
still included as an essentiai component, but in contrast to

the Specificity approach, this skill was just as important
as word processing or teacher utilities.
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Though this

approach provided teacheps vwith numerous skilIs, keeping up
with new hardware and software was difficult.

Because of

the rapid advancements, other theorists chose to look at
computer literacy in a different way.

The planned and evpiutionary approach differed from the
aforementioned approaches and instead opted to examine
computer literacy more closely.

Due to the overload of

computer activity/ theorists supporting the planned approach
(Durback & Stadnytzky, 1984-1985; Rairsbackv 1983) stressed
the need to develop a plan and to organize support for

computer:literacy.

One important goal of this approach was

proyiding trainihg for ed.ucators (Klasseh, 1983).

Kay

(1989, p. 40) points out that ''by the time a carefully
thought-out plan is devised, its applicability may very well
be out of date."

Rather than plan for the future, theorists advocating
the evolutionary approach looked to the past at coinputer
literacy's evolution in order to predict the future of
computer literacy and computers (Berg and Bramble, 1983;

Ragsdale, 1982).

Though this approach is useful in helping

to see how computer literacy has evolved, using this

approach solely lacks active participation with technology
(Kay, 1989).

Unlike the previous approaches, the individual n
approach was not motivated by techholbgy advancement.
Theorists adopting this approach were taking the first step
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away from defining computer literacy.

Instead, computers

were viewed as a tool for meeting individuals' needs
(Scheffler/ 1986).

Problems with assimilating computers

into teachers' Glassrooms could be attributed to the lack of

an individual needs approach (Kay, 1989).

Teachers in most

cases have been motivated by outside influence to use
computers (Luehrmann, 1984; OTA, 1989; Woolfolk, 1990).

If

instead, the classroom teacher's needs motivated computer
use, computers may have been more welcome (Klassen, 1983;
Mosmann, 1980; Tucker, 1985).

Taking the individual needs approach one step further,
Kay (1989, 1992) and other theorists (Vockell, 1990;

Woolfolk, 1990) propose using educational objectives as the

driving force for using computers.

By concentrating on

educational objectives rather than the technology, teachers
will finally use the power of computers to meet their goals.
"The goal is to improve education and if computers can help
to attain that goal, so much better (Kay, 1989, p. 43).
Programming in Teacher Education Coursework

As detailed previously, defining computer literacy is a
difficult task (Dejngzka & Kapel, 1992; Kay 1989, 1992;
Luehrmann, 1984; Onman & Willson, 1986).

one controversial

topic is the role programming plays in computer coursework
for teachers (Adams & Fuchs, 1986; Thompson & Friske, 1988;

Jansson, Williams, & Collens, 1987; Singletary, 1987).

Computer programming skills were a major component in
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earlier computer literacy courses.

Programming was

emphasized due to a lack of software applications and a need
to control the computer (Kay, 1992).

If teachers learned to

program, theorists such as Luehrmann (1984) and Levin (1983)
believed that they would be able to communicate with the

computer, thus control its functions.

In the late 1980s and

early 199Os as software applications and hardware became

more user-friendly, discussions of programming's role in

coursework for teachers seemed irrelevant.

V

Literature in the late 1980s and early 1990s still
debates the topic of programming.

Singletary (1987)

maintains that computer programming can still be beneficial

to teachers.

He believes programming skills provide

teachers with the following benefits:

confidence and

ability to respond to programming or hardware questions,
insight into the operation of software, empathy for students
learning new skills, and the ability to adapt software.

Additionally, by mastering the "difficult" task of learning
to program, teachers gain self confidence and prestige from

peers.

Singletary warns, "We are underestimating teachers

if we eliminate or discourage programming instruction
because of supposed lack of ability or interest" (p. 29).
Reed & Palumbo (1992) choose to concentrate on problem-

solving skills fostered through programming.

They state

that "one of the most often cited and, perhaps, most highly
valued reasons for teaching programming languages is to
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develop problem-solving skills" (p. 318).

Gagne (1985) in his book. The Conditions of Learning
and Theorv of Instruction, discusses the topic of problem

solving in learning.

He describes problem solving as a

"process by which the learner discovers a combination of

previously learned rules and plans their application so as
to achieve a solution for a novel problem situation" (p.

178).

Problem solving, he believes, involves the creating

of "new and more complex ^higher order' rules from cpncepts
and rules that the learner already possesses (p. 195).

Schema, or the basic structures for organizing concepts,
also plays an important role in problem solving.

Gagne

writes, "Knowledge in the form of a schema enables the

learner to interpret the problem situation (or statement)

and so to construct a ^problem space' within which
previously learned rules can be brought to bear" (p. 195).

He later writes, "Accordingly, the teacher's task is maihiy
one of finding and organizing appropriate problem-solving
situations" (p. 195).

For many teachers, programming became

the vehicle to accomplish this task.

Ornstein (1992, p. 29-30) asserts that "programing is
an active mental endeavor, and it fosters critical thinking,

rational thinking, and problem-solving skills....Writing and

debugging a program forces one to think logically and
carefully about the subject."

Becker (1992) identifies four

reasons for teaching about computers: cultural (computers
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are prevalent in our culture), academic and job preparation
(computers are prerequisites for these two areas), current
productivity (computers help teachers with work

productivity), and intellectual.

"Programming computers,"

he explains, "...leads students to acquire more general

intellectual capacities (e.g., planning, reasoning, and
problem-solving) that go well beyond the direct knowledge
and skills they attain in their specific computer activity"
(p. 233).

This topic of "intellectual capacities" that

"goes beyond" the original knowledge and skills learned
leads to another controversial topic in programming.

Can

skills and knowledge learned through programming be
transferred to other subject areas?
Papert (1980) among other theorists (Bullough & Beatty,
1987; Liao & Bright, 1991; Reed & Palumbo, 1992; Salomon &
Perkins, 1987) believed that programming provides

experiences in rigorous thinking, learning through
exploration, and exposure to general concepts such as
procedures and variables.

Overall, students learn that

problems can be solved in many ways.

These theorists

maintain that these skills can be transferred to problem

solving situations in other domains.

Johanson (1988, p. 24)

contradicts these claims of transfer when he writes, "Many
of the problems posed in traditional programming languages
for beginners [BASIC] are artificial and contrived and make
no references to the domains in which we will want students
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to solve problems."

He adds,

Prdgramming instruction may be characterized as
higher-order thinking, but a great deal of the
energy of learning to program goes into learning
syntax and structure of most programming languages

and hence may interfere with the intended goal of
problem-solving skill development, (p. 24)
Many other theorists (Becker, 1992; Jansson et al., 1987;
OTA, 1989; Van Merrienboer, 1988) concur with Jbhanson's
assessment of the discrepancies between what theorists

propose programming will accomplish and what programming
realistically achieves.

Jansson et al. (1987) conducted

three studies on three different groups of individuals.

Study one consisted of junior high students.

Study two

consisted of students from preservice teaching programs, and
the final study consisted of students from elective courses

(the control group).

Jansson et al.

hypothesized that "an

initial experiende in computer programming would enhance
performance on conditional reasoning tasks" (p. 373).

These

theorists concluded that "no statistically significant
differences appear here for the interaction of the treatment

effect with the time of test administration" (p. 377).

Still other theorists reject the importance of programming
instruction for other reasons.

Niess (1990), in her article "Preparing Computer Using
Educators in a New Decade," declares "programming is ah
artifact of the past" (p. 11).

Besides providing

programming instruction to teach problem-solving skills.
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teachers were taught progralnining skills so that they could
later create their own or adapt software to meet their

needs.

Teaching programming for this reason was strongly

opposed by theorists such as Maddux (1992) and Jones (1991)

who believe that teachers do not have the time or ability to
create software.

Furthermore, Maddux doubts that teachers

are willing "to devote 200 hours of planning and coding
[programming] a one-hour educational program" (p. 11).
Baumlin & Cone (1985, p. 5) are a bit more harsh when they

write, "every hour spCnt constructing the program itself is
an hour away from the content—an hour wasted."

Giesert &

Futrell (1990) concur with Maddux when they state the
following;
In the early days of computer use, many teachers
learned programming in order to develop simple
programs for their own students....Today, the era
of teacher-developed software is gone...;The task
of developing a new computer program for students

should, in our view, be relegated to professional
teams who can utilize a systematic approach and
integrate into the development effort what is
known from research on how people learn, (pp. 300
301) .

■ ■

.

^

Kearsley & Halley (1986) agree with Giesert & Futrell's

statement concerning a teacher's role in the development of
software.

These theorists believe that teachers do not need

to possess programming skills to develop software much in

the same way "an author doesn't need to know how to typeset"

:(p.^'.-8)

■■

A final group of theprists argue that programming
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skills should be offered in specialized courses (Troyer,

1988; Niess^ 1990; OfA, 1989; Parker, 1985; Woodrow, 1991).

NiedsK(ioOO) describeid the Northwest CQuncil for Gomputer
Education hhd Oregon State University's project regarding
computer competencies for teachers.
into three groups:

Educators were divided

a11 teachers, computer teachers, and

computer coordinators.

Of concern to this anthdr's study

was the role programming played in these competencies.
Programming was not mentioned in the "all teachers" or the

"computer coordindtprs'V category.

Only the "computer

teacher" category suggested programming skills at each level
(elementary, middle, and high school) (p. 14).
teachers from two suburban secondary

After asking

to rate their

perceived computer needs, Woodrow (1991) concurs with Niess.
Programming skills were rated low in comparison to other

topics.

Woodrow recoipiends offering programming skills only

to interested teachers through specialized courses.

These

two theorists recommend that specific teachers, rather than

all teachers, should receive instruction in prDgramming
skills.

If programming is offered, how should it be taught

and what programming skills are importarit: for teachers to
know?

\ -'V

''y'-'y.'; ''' '

Learning Outcomes of Programming

Dalbey & Linn (1986) propose a model called "the chain
of cognitive conseguences" (p. 76).

Three categories of

learning putcomes of programming include: language features,
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(Jesigri skills, and generalizable ptoblein solving skills.
Language features in^

features and

functibns of the prograniming language being studie

Learning of language features is demonstrated by

comprehensidh of prograiimihg (or coding) of existing

programs.

For example, students predict what programs will

do by looking at the coding of the program.

A second

demonstration of learning language features is
reformulation.

prpgrams.,

Students make successful changes in existing

A majority qf programming courses offered to

students and educators are comprised of teaching students
about language features (Dalbey & Linn, 1986; Dunne, 1990;

Linn, 1985; Bork, Pomicter, Peck, & VelsO, 1986).

However,

this is only the first of the three links of the chairi of
cognitive consequences.
Dalbey & Linn (1986, p. 76) describe design skills as
"those techniques used to invent and refine new programs."

Two skills, knowledge of templates and proc^^

skills,

are important for students to learn when they create their

own programs.

Dalbey & Linn found^^t

category of learning

cited in their literature review to be the "most important

cognitive actiyity in programming" (p. 76).
Linn (1985, p. 15) defines templates as "sterOotypic
patterns of code that use more than a single language

feature." These teinpiates perform programmihg functions and

provide studerita with powerfui techniques to create
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sophisticated programs.

Templates also reduce cognitive

demands on students since templates are reusable in other

programming solutions.
Procedural skills include planning a solution, testing

the plan, and reformulating the plan if any test is
unsuccessful (Dalbey & Linn, 1986; Linn, 1985).

In order to

get to the planning stage, students must have knowledge of

language features and templates heeded to solve the

programming prbblems.

Linn (1985) notes that procedural

skills separate: expert programmers from novice programmers.
Expert programmers use these planning skills effectively,

whereas novice programmers tend not to plan or test their
programs.

Van Merrienboer (1988) proposes that programming

behaviors may be related to the reflective and impulsive

cognitive styles.

Learners using a reflective cognitive

style process alternatives until the correct solutions are
found; thus, they take longer periods of time to find

solutions to problems.

Contrary to reflective learners,

impulsive learners do not evaluate their thoughts or

answers.

Often proceeding with their first solution,

impulsive learners take a much shorter time to provide an
answer-—though many times errors are made.

In his study he

compared these two cognitive styles to computer programming
achievement.

He found that a reflective cognitive style

positively influenced the development of templates and
planning.
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Generalizable problem solving skills, the final
category of the chain of cognitive consequences model, may
be the most difficult category to reach.

This category

involves applying problem solving skills learned from one
programming language to another.

Linn (1985, p. 25) states

that an individual who reaches this cognitive point
possesses both "generalized proGedural skills" and

"generalized templates."

Few programming courses provide

students with opportunities to apply generalized problem
solving skills to other programming languages, hence this
category becomes more difficult to reach.

Teachers rarely have the opportunity to experience all
three links of the cognitive chain in teacher education
programs (Dalbey & Linn, 1986).

Because teachers are

unaware of the cognitive levels that programming can reach,

students do not receive training beyond language features in
the classroom.

Yet, as discussed earlier, many educators

teach programming to help students reach higher-level

cognitive skills.

Dalbey & Linn (1986) urge that educators

need to go beyond language features if this level is to be
accomplished.
Approaches to Teaching PrOaramminq

Van Merrienboer (1990a, 1990b, 1990c) identifies two

different strategies used for teaching programming;

the

program completion strategy and the program generation
strategy.

I'he generatiori strategy (a popular strategy of
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progfrainming courses) involves learning programming skills in
order to create a new program.

In contrast, students using

the completion strategy must first study a wellr-dsSigned,
incoimplete program in order to successfully complete it
through prcgramming (Van Merrienboet, 1990a, 1990b, 1990c).

Van Metrienboer beiieyes the completion strategy is superior
because studehtS are guided through programming with welldesigned programs.

Secohdly, planning is necessary for

students to complete the programs—^^a skill that is crucial,

but usually skipped.

Additionally, students are presehted

with programs that become progressively more incomplete

until they create a program entirely on their own.

By the

time students reach this point; they have had extensive
practice with weil-designed programs and have templates to

utilize (Van Merrienhoer 1990a, 1990c).
BASIC and Logo for Teachers

Ghoosing the appropriate programming ianguage to
facilitate Dalbey & Linn's model and Van Merriehbder's

progtam completion strategy can be diffiGUlt (Dalbey & Linn,
1986, Van Merrienboer 1990a, 1990b, 1990c).

Lombardi (1983,

pp. 54-55) describes programmihg as "the preparation of a
set of instructions that tells the computer what needs to be

done and how to do it.

The program also has to manage all

the resources the computer will need in order to complete

the task.
program.

A programming language is needed to create a
Rude-Parkins (1990, p. 271) defines programming
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language as "a set of commands for producing prescribed

Outcomes understood by both the prpgrammer and ^
computer."

There are many programming languages available

to instructors of students and teachers.

BASIG and JLogo are

the most eited programming languages used in schools with
students and teachers (Dalbey & Linn, 1986; Kiill &

Archambault, 1085; Liapi Bright, 1991).

Developed at bartmbuthCPllege in 1964> BASIC

an

acronym for Beginner's All Purpose Symbolic Instruction
Code.

BASIC is an interpreted language.

With interpreted

languages the computer interprets the instructiohs from the

programmer into I's and O's in sequence, line by line.
Because of this line by line method, errors can be cprrected
easily.

The most frequently cited reason for using bAstc is
because of its availability (Adams & Fuchs, 1986; Bullough &

Beatty, 1987; Frick, Polsgrove, Rieth, 1986; Maddux, 1992).

Lombardi (1983) adds that BASIC is easy to understand, quick
and efficient, and the knowledge gaihed is transferable to

other computers (though BASIC is coiitputer specific).
Drawbacks of BASIC cited by theorists ate that BASIC teaches

bad prograinming habits and graphics are more difficult tP
creatb (Dalbey & Linn> 1986; L

References to

BASIC in articles concerning teacher education have dwindled
in the early 1990s.

In many instances, Lpgo has become th®

programming language of Gbpice.
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Designed by Feurzeig, Bobrow, and Papert in 1967, Logo

(derived from Greek word "logos" meaning word or thought)
was created to provide a problem solving environment

primarily for children (Bullough & Beatty, 1987; Venezky &
Osin, 1991).

Though designed primarily for children,

teachers receive instruction in Logo so they can experience
what their students will experience while programming.

In

order to use Logo with students in their classroom, it is
important for teachers to have experience in pi^pgramming
with Logo (Dunne, 1990; Signer, 1984).
When Logo was first developed, microcomputers were not

available to schools and this early version did not have the

graphics of later versions (Yoder & Moursund, 1990).
la.te 1970S, graphics were added.

In the

In this later version and

Subsequent versions of Logo, students direct a turtle

(triangle graphic) with commands called primitives.

When

directions are given successfully, the turtle draws lines
that correspond with commands.

Unlike BASIC, Logo allows

students to create graphics easily.

By the 1980s, Papert's

(1980) book, Mindstorms; Children. Computers and Powerful

Ideas. connected Logo with the cognitive benefit of problem-

solving (Dunne, 1990; Singh, 1992; Yoder Se iyioursund, 1990).
Singh (1992) explains:

Papert's belief is that while children explore in
the Logo environment and solve problems they
encounter, they can learn and develbp the skills
of systematic tiiinking for a wide range of
purposes. As problem-solving experience
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accumulates, the systematic thinking will give way
to an intuitive understanding of conceipts and to
the formulation of rules and strategies for
solving problems, (p. 89)

As detailed earlier, these claims of improved problemsolving abilities have been disputed by many theorists
(Becker, 1992; Jansson et al., 1987; Johanson, 1988; Van

Merrienboer, 1988).

Even with this controversy, Bullough&

Beatty (1987, p. 216) consider Logo to be the "most

interactive language" with "unlimited potential."

But,

Logo now has competition from authoring languages and
authoring systems that create a new interactive medium—
hypermedia.
Authoring Svstems. Authoring Languages and Hvpermedia

As an alternative to using programming languages,
authoring systems are available that allow the educator to
create programs without programming (Adams & Fuchs, 1986;

Davis & Budoff, 1986; Isaak & Joseph, 1989; Kearsley, 1986;
Maddux, 1992).

Authoring systems (also referred to as

program generators) usually include menus through Which the

user provides information concerning the text, acceptable
and unacceptable answers, types of feedback, prompts, and

criteria for the number of tries (Isaak & Joseph, 1989).

After this information is provided, the program is created

by the cojmputer into a predesignated framework.
Earlier authoring systems were Griticized because they
were too restrictive (Adams & Fuchs, 1986; Frick et al..
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1986; Maddux, 1992).

Programs cresated with early authoring

systems were also drill and practice in format, the final

products were similar to each other, and personal teaching

strategies could not be incorporated (Maddux, 1992).

Though

many theorists criticized these earlier authoring systems,
few theorists identified them.

Self (1985) identifies

TICGIT (Time-shared Interactive Computer Controlled
Information Television) as an example of the first major

authoring system.

Venezky and Osin (1991) identify TICCIT

and PLATO (Programmed Logic for Automatic Teaching

Operation), though not specifically as authoring systems
Since these systems included programs as well as hardware

and other peripheral devices such as videotape players and
color television receivers; unlike their future descendants.

Newer authoring systems are now capable of providing
branching, yet still provide the ease and time saving
features Of the earlier authoi^ing systems (Adams & Fuchs,

1986; Isaak & Joseph, 1989);

Th^

systems differ

from their predecessors desGribed above in that they are
more apt to be software packages rather than hardware and

software systems.

Kearsley (1986) notes that since

debugging is unnecessary (which accounts for 50% Of the time

in creating programs using programming languages), programs
are created more quickly using authoring systems.
Additionally, time dedicated to learning
language is saved.

a programming

Davis & Budoff (1986, p. 64) describe
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the program BLOCKS '82, yet in their description they

emphasize the capability of branching and going beyond the

•^simple drill-and-practice iessons on factual material
Additionally, these authors in their book. Using Authoring
in Education, provide an authoring resources section which
provides brief descriptions and reference information of

authoring systems and languages (intended as references and
not as recommendations).
An example of a newer authoring system which is

currently popular is HyperCard (described in depth in a

later section).

Relan (1991, p. 18) writes "HyperCard is

more than an authoring system because it allows the user to

produce courseware at different levels of sbphistication,

beginning with templates and progressing through very
sophisticated programming (called scripting), using an
English-like language called HyperTalk." Authoring
languages, like HyperTalk, allow the user to incorporate
more creativity into the courseware.

Maddux (1992, p. 8) describes authoring languages as

"special-purpose computer languages that have been designed
expressly to facilitate the writing of educational

programs."

Authoring languages have been compared to

programming languages by theorists such as Li & Merrill

(1990) and Maddux.

include:

Advantages of authoring languages

fewer commands than programming languages,

commands are English-like, writing of interactive
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conversational programs are simplified, graphic and sound

capabilities may be included (Maddux, 1992).

A major

drawback is that programming skills are cited as being
beneficial—if not required—when using authoring languages
(Adams & Fuchs, 1986; Davis & Budoff, 1986; Kearsley, 1986;
Maddux, 1992).

One such authoring language is HyperTalk for

the authoring system called HyperCard.
created by Bill Atkinson in 1987.

HyperCard was

Bowers and Tsai (1990)

describe HyperCard as follows:

HyperCard is a software development environment or
platform. It contains: (a) a development
language called HyperTalk; (b) a set of tools for

creating and editing graphics and text; and (c)
the means for creating and saving stand-alone
programs. In the HyperCard environment, a program
is called a stack. (p. 19)

Bowers and Tsai praise HyperCard as being one of the "most
intuitive computer languages to learn, in that it bears the
closest resemblance to English" (p. 20).

In HyperCard,

HyperTalk is connected to objects that comprise the stack
(the program created).

These objects include: buttons,

fields, cards, backgrounds, and stacks.

Important to note

is that HyperTalk cannot create stand-alone programs.
HyperTalk scripts (actual programming) are connected to a
HyperCard stack and cannot execute commands without first

opening the stack (start the program being created) and
using the objects that the script is connected to (for
example, clicking a button).
Yoder (1992) compares and contrasts BASIC and HyperCard
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in het article, "On Grading:
HyperTalk".

From BASIC to Logo td

She notes that "the emerging popularity of

HyperGard parallels that of BASTG in the early 1980's" (p.
23).

Both programs wete packaged with microcomputers and

have many books and materials available.

A major difference

is that BASIG's programming can be listed, unlike
HyperTalk's scripts which can be in many places (such as

buttons, backgrQunds, Tields, and stacks).

Yet the power of

HyperGard is realized in a more recent area of educatioh-

hypermedia (Lampert & Bellf 1990).

Hypermedia is defined by Tucker & Dempsey (1991) as
"non-linear interlinked representation of textual, graphic,
visual, and audio material" (p. 4).

Maddux (1992) notes

that the word "hypermedia" is the combination of "hypertext
and media,"

Hypertext, coined by Ted Nelson in the 1960s, is

a term used to describe "an approach to information
management in Which data iS stored in a network of nodes
connected by links" (Halavin & Sommer, 1990).

Milet and

Harvey (1991) describe hodes as modules of information about
a concept or an idea.

Links are connections between nodes

of related information.

In hypertext, nodes consisted

mainly of text or graphic.

"Hypermedia,'^ Vehezky & Osin

(1991, p. 246) explain, "is being used, instead of the more
usual hypeirtext, because the information being linked does

not have to be just text.

It may include graphics, sound,

videodisc seguehces, and so forth." These hypermedia
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programs allow students to explore and interact with
iriformation in a non-linear manner, unlike the linear format
Of books, for example.

As discussed earlier, there are many theorists who
believe that teachers should not create programs (Giesert &

Futrell, 1990; JOnes, 1991; Kearsley & Halley, 1986; Maddux,
1992; Niess, 1990).

One of the most frequently cited

reasons for teachers not to create their own program was

lack of time and abiiity (Jones, 1991; Maddux, 1992).

With

authoring systems, teaChere could concsivably^ create
programs in half the time programming languages required

without needing to know how to program.

How do teachers

justify creating their own programs rather than purchasing
Software from Software companies?

Fitzgerald, Bauder, &

Werner (1992, p. 18) consider authoring programs justified
if: commercial software does not meet the needs of the

teacher, special hardware is required by commercial

software, or learning outcomes of students do not justify
the time spent authoring the program.
Hypermedia, authoring languages, and authoring systems
can potentially empower tfeaGhers to create programs to meet
their individual classroom needs in a relatively easy

manner.

But, prior to this occurring, teachers need tO be

educated in these topics in inservice programs or courses
offered by institutes of higher learning.
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Educating the Classrooin Teacher

Computers are powerful machines which provide users
with powerful tools.

The OTA (1989, p. 44) points out that

unique features of computers are the following:

computers

are precise; consistent; provide feedback; and "can provide

multiple and dynamic representations of concepts,
phenomenon, or relationship."

If the computer user is a

teacher, the possibilities for the computer's utilization in
a classroom are endless.

In schools today, computers are

used to instruct students, for recordkeeping, and as a word

processor just to name a few (OTA, 1989; Teachers speak out

on technology in the classroom, 1991; Vensky & Osin, 1991).
Before computers can be used appropriately in these ways and
other ways, educators first need instruction in how to use

this powerful technology.

The educating of teachers often falls upon the
shoulders of colleges of education at universities.

Numerous topics and combination of topics could be offered.
Choosing the appropriate topics for teachers enrolled in
computer education courses can be crucial to the success of

computers use in the classroom.

Okinaka (1992) proposes

that,
a knowledge of what increases motivation can allow
policy makers and schools of education to
establish guidelines and curriculums that will

stimulate interest in computer use. If teachers
do not have positive attitudes towards the
computer, they will be unlikely to convey positive
messages to their student in this area, (p, 4)
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One such topic that has been identified as causing

teachers anxiety and negative attitudes towards computer use
is programming instruction (Cushall & Harvey, 1990; OTA,

1989),

Additionally, teacherC perceive programming skills

as low on their priority list of computer topics to learn

(Okinaka, 1992; Woodrow, 1991).

Other studies show that

learning programming skills improves teachers' attitude and
alleviates anxiety tdwards computer use (Ragsdale, 1988;

Thompson & Fr^^^

Colleges of education trying to

decide whether programming skills should or should not be
included in teacher education coursework have a difficult

decision to make, according to the literature.
Surprisingly, little has been written about how schools

devoted to educating teachers, currently address the topic

of teaching programming to their students.

Input from

decision makers at these schools could provide pertinent

information and direction in regards to the role of computer
programming in the education of teachers today.

This author chose the California State University
system for the institute of higher learning to be
investigated in this study.

Representatives from each

campus in this uniyersity system will be surveyed concerning
computer education in teacher education courses.

The California State University has a rich history of
preparing teachers for the their role in schools.

In

Statistical Abstract. the California State Uhivsrsity Office
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of the Chancellor (1990) points out that "Many CSU
[California State University] campuses were originally
normal schools, devoted solely to the task of training

teachers and administrators" (p. 169).

Moreover, this

university has the "unique educational role" of recomitiending
students for teaching credentials (p. 169).
The California State University system provides
students with twenty campuses spread throughout California.
These twenty campuses include:

Bakersfield, Chico,

Dominguez Hills, Fresno, Fullerton, Hayward, Humboldt, Long
Beach, Los Angeles, Northridge, Pomona, Sacramento, San
Bernardino, San Diego, San Marcos, San Francisco, San Jose,
San Luis Obispo, Sonoma, and Stanislaus.
Though each campus is a part of the greater California

State University system, differences in campuses vary
greatly due to their location (see Appendix B, Figure 1).
For exaimple, one campus such as California State University,
Los Angeles is located in an urban area with access to

freeways and the downtown area as well as being "the large^
teacher-training institution in the state" (CSU Chahceildr's
Office, 1990 p. 311).

In contrast, Humboldt State

University, situated 270 miles north of San Francisco, a
remote university, is considered the "northernmost,
westernmost university" in this university system; hence,
described as "a campus of choice, not convenience" (CSU

Chancellor's Office, 1990, p. 310).
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Though this campus is

not convenieht; it is ranked nationally as one of the "best

regionai^^^

in the West (CSU Chancellor's Offide,

1990, p. 310).

The California State University systeni

includes campuses representative of urban as well as rural
or remotely located schools.

As repbrted by the California State University Office

of the Chahdellor (1990), the twenty caitipuses that cbmprise
this uriiversity system recommended 12,064 stud^hts for
educational credentials in the 1989-1990 school year.

In

the Digest of Education Statistics, the National Center for

EduGation Statistics (1992) reports that 190,772 students

received baccalaureate degrees in education durihg this same
time period.

California State University etudeuts being

recommended for credentials accounted for 6% of this group.

Furthermore, Btuder (1991) included in her list of the 15
largest schools of education, three California State

University campuses: FteSrio, Los Angeles, San Franciso.
Even more impressive was that of the 15 largest schpols,

only five fequired computer or teGhnology GOurses for all
students prior to graduation and certifiGation.

Of these

five schools, all three California State University schools
were .Included.;; ■

Due to the influence this university system has on

future and practicing teachers, respondents' answers will

provide a significaht and essential ptbfile of how computer

education is addressed by these campuses.
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Conclusion

computer courses for teachers have changed with
advancements in technology, yet one topic of discussipn
persists.

Should programming skills be included in teacher

education coursework?

There are conyincing arguments on

each side of the discussion.

Theorists such as Luehrmann

(1984) and Singletary (1987), believe programming still
provides teachers with the eonfidenge arid skills needed to
master the computer as well as foster problem solving and
higher order thinking skills.

Opposing programming,

theorists such as Johanson (1988) and Niess (1990) believe^

that programming no longer has a place in teacher educatipn

courses, especially if the goal is to teach problem solving
or for teachers to later create their oWn software.

Deciding to offer programming is only the first step.
If prograitiming is offered, what language will bp used
to teach these skills?

Two popular languages were BASIC and

Logo, each having their advantages and disadvantages.

To

add more confusion, authoring systems and authoring

languages are available that provide teachers with a

powerful tool for- creating programs in an easy,
nonprogramming manner.
Colleges pf educatipn are faced with these decisions
when they design courses for teachers.

If these educators

look to current literature for help, the confusipn will be
perpetuated by the disagreement in the field of education.
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Additionally, articles and papers providing examples of what

colleges of education offer inservice and preservice
teachers are few.

By providing these examples, teacher

educators will have a profile of how their peers in colleges
of education are making these same decisions at their
schools.
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CHAPTER III
METHOD AND RESULTS

mEtHod
Subjects

The^^^ ^ ^s^^

study were tlje twenty

representatives of AstuTE (the Association of State
Technpldgy-Using Teacher Educators) from each of the twenty

California state University campuses. This organization's
primary concern is teacher preparation in CQitiputer arid

cbmputer-based technologies.

Representatives of ASTUT&

serve! on this "academic com^puting discipline council" for a
two year term and are appointed to this council by the Deans

of the California State University Schools of Education
(Califprriia State University California Technology Project,
1993; CalifOrriia State University and Colleges, 1988).
Materials

To gather data for this study, a twenty item

questionnaire (see Appendix A) was designed by this
researcher and was sent to each ASTUTE represeritative.
Fourteeri items were close^ended in format in which

respondents marked or circled answers that applied to thOir
computer education programs on their campuses.

Six items

were open-ended in format so that respondents could d^^

in more detail the role of progfammirig on their camptises.
It Was anticipated that data collected would provide a
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profile of each respondent's coinputer feduGation program as
well as the importance; of prograinming.
Procedures

The names/address> and telephone numbers of the current

representatives of AStUTE for the 1992-1993 school year were

obtained. Id October 1992, Dr. Pow'ena sahtiago, an
alternate representative of ASTDjEv distributed a letter to

the ASTUTE council which described the proposed study as
well as requested participation from representatives.

In

Jahuaty 1993, the buestionna:ire packet was sent to each

representative.

Included in the packet weire the foiiowing:

a cover letter, the twenty item questionnaire, and a self

addfessed stamped envelope.

Respondents were asked to

return the questionnaires by January 31, 1993.

On January 13th ASTUTE members were sent a message via
E--mail on the Pine system through CORE (California Online

Resources for Education) to let them know that
questionnaires were sent to them.

On January 22nd, follow-

up questionnaire packets were sent to the remaining eleven
representatives who did not respond within two weeks.

These

packets included the same materials as the original packet/
but the cover letter was a reminder of the deadline and the

importance of the study.

In February, follcw up telephone calls Were made to the

remaining nine representatiyes who did not respond by the
deadline.

At the epd of the month of February, the
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remaining four representatives received a final packet with
a deadline of March 17v 1993.

Nineteen of the twenty

representatives returned usable questionnaires, for a 95%
return rate.

Each questionnaire was coded and compiled using the EPI

statistical program.

Data were reported as percentages for

the fourteen close ended questions.

For many of the

questions multiple responses were encouraged for more
detailed information.

Six questions involved brief

descriptions and were hand coded by this author.

These

questions allowed respondents to describe in detail

information unique to their campus and programs.

Finally,

results were reported by topic and conclusions and

implications were provided from the findings.

RESULTS

This twenty item questionnaire included close ended as

well as open ended questions.

Many of the close ended

questions encouraged multiple responses.

Accordingly, there

were more responses than respondents to some questions.

In

addition^ respondents wer6 only requited to respond to
questions that applied to their individual programs; thus,
all nineteen respondents were not required to answer all the

questions on the questionnaire.

Additionally, percentages

reported in this and subsequent section^ were rounded off to
the nearest whole percentage point.
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Question 1;
iriclxided:

Do you offer courses in computing?

Choices

yes or no

For this question, all the respondents marked "yes".

Question 2:

(If response to questioh 1 was "no") Why are

computer courses not offered to teachers?

Choices included^

-yeS'^or no

Since all respondents responded in the affirmative to
Question 1, a resporise to this question was not needed.

Question 3; (If response to question 1 was "no") Will
computer courses be offered at a future tiitte?

included;

Choices

yes or no

Since all respondents responded in the affirmative to

Question 1, a response to this question was not needed.
PART J: EDUCATIQNAL CQMPUTING COURSES;

Question 1:

What is the enrollment in your computing

courses per quarter/semester? Choices included: less than
100, 101-200, 201-300, 301-400, 401-500, 501-600, 601-700,
more than 701.

One respondent inadvertently skipped this question.

Of

the 18 respondents to this question, 22% reported leSs than
100 students enrolled in computer courses per
quarter/semester, 44% reported 101 to 200 students, 28%

reported 201 to 300 students, and 5% reported 301 to 400
students.

Question 2:

Computer courses are offered in which

departments or schools?

Choices included:

Educatibn,

Computer science, or Qther

All respondents' campuses offered computer courses
through the Education departments or schools.

Sixty three

percent offered cbmputer courses though Computer Science

departments or schools.

Campuses offering computer courses
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through other departments or schools comprised 37% of the

respondehts.

These other departments or schools included:

Business, Art, Psychology, Science, Music, Math,
Agriculture, Biology, arid Physical Education.
Question 3:

included:

Computer courses are offered to?

Ghoices

Preservice teachers or inservice/graduate

students

All respondents to this question offered computsr
Courses to inservice/graduate students.

All but one

respondent offered computer courses to preservice teachers,

but this was qualified with an explanation that preservice
teachers still enroll in these courses even though they are
designed for inservice teachers.

Question 4:

Which topics dp you offer preservice teacher?

inservice/graduate teachers?

Respondents' choices included

iipii for preservice teachers and/or "I" for inserviGe/graduate
teachers. Topics included: Operation of computer equipment,

Curricular applications software. History of computets.
Programming skills, Authoring languages/Systems, Use of

computers in educatiori/ Software/courseware kriowledge &
eyaluatipn.

Instructional design, and Telecommunications,

Table 1 shows the ranking of tppics by freguency of
responses.

For preservice teachers, "Operation of computer

equipment" and "Curricular applications software" were the

most frequently chosen topics with the least frequently
chosen topic being "instructional design."

For

inservice/graduate teachers, the most frequently chpsen
topics were "Gufticular applicatioris software'* arid
"Software/courseware knowledge & evaluation." The least

frequently chosen topic was "Use of computers in education."

This author made the mistake of ieavirig out the word
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Table 1 - Topics Offered in Computer Education Courses,
Frequency of Choices
PRESERVICE

TOPICS;

Operation of computers
Curricular applications
History of computers
PrOgi^amming skills
Authoring languages/systems
Use of computers in education
Software evaluation and knowledge
Instructional design

84%

84%
68%
63%
58%
53%
79%
37%

Telecommunications

INSERVICE

84%
100%
63%
79%
84%
58%
100%

84%
95%

"education" in "Use of computers in education" in the first
set of questionnaires sent out.

these questionnaires.

Eleven respondents returned

Three respondents wrote in the word

"educatioh," the remaining eight respondents either skipped
this topic or made incorrect guesses as to what word or
words were left out.

Because of this mistake, this topic

was marked with a lower frequency than this author would
have anticipated.

Question 5: (If "programming skills was not chosen in
question 4) Was programming part of the curriculum
previously?

Choices included:

yes or no.

Of the four respondents who did not mark "Programming
skills" for either preservice and inservice teachers, three

respondents marked that programming was not previously
offered with one respondent marking "yes." Even though one

respondent marked "Programming skills" for both preservice
and inservice teachers, the response was qualified with an

explanation that programming skills were confined to math
teachers only.

Accordingly, the respondent did not mark the
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rest of the questionnaire concerning computer programming
instruction since this group was considered very limited.
Question 6;

If yes, why was programming removed?

The respondent who marked "Programming skills" yet

answered this section responded that programming was removed
because it is considered ifrelevant to teachers using

computers in the elementary and high schools, with the

exception of math teachers.

The other respondent to this

question remarked that authdfing, applications, and
iiistructionai software were of more use to teachers than

prbgramming skills.
Question 7;

If no, why was programming not included in the

curriculum?

Answers to this question varied.

Qf the three

respondents to this question, one reported that programming
skills were offered in computer science courses only,

another respondent reported that authoring languages were

preferred at this time.

A final respondent reported that

programming is only used as a demdnstration of the Ipgic of
computers.

This respondent's campus emphasized the use of

computers as a tool.
PART II:

CQMPUTER PRQGRMIMXNG INSTRUGTIQN

Question 1:

How is programming offered to teachers?

Choices included:

"part of a computer education course" and

"as a separate course"

All respondents to this question (14) offer programming
as part of a computer course.

Nine respondents also offer
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prograiOming as a separate course.

Question 2; Learning prograinining is required of which
groups of t®sch®J^? Choices included: preservic®>
inservice/graduate, and none

Of the 14 possible respondents to this question, 36% of
the respondents required prograitiming of both inservice and

preservice teachers, 29% required programming of either
preservice or inservice teachers, and 29% required
programming of neither group.

One possible respondent

inadvertently skipped this question.

Question 3:

How was programming designed into the

curricultim?

Answers to this question were varied.

Answers could be

grouped into two different categories; descriptions of

programming lahguages offered to teachers and descriptions
of what students learn.

Of the eleven respondents to this

question, a majority Of the respondents (82%) gave

descriptions of how a programming language or languages were
incorporated into the curriculum at their site.

The most

frequently mentioned programming languages included:

HyperCard, Logo, and BASIC.

The remaining respondents (18%)

to this question did not identify a specific programming

language, but instead briefly outlined what was ekpected of
preservice and inservice teachers.
Goals for teaching programming were similar for both

groups.

Preservice teachers were taught programming to

familiarize them with programming or were required to take a
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programming course.

Inservice teachers were either required

to learn programming skills or programming as a prerequisite
to taking advanced classes.

Question 4: Programming instruction is offered to develop
teacher competence in: Choices included: "developing
courseware for their students," "developing teachers'

computer operational skills," "teaching students programming
skills," "teaching their students problem solving," and
"other"

Programming instruction was most frequently chosen to

develop teacher competence in "teaching students problem

solving skills" (93% of responses), followed by "developing
courseware for their students" (71%), "deyeloping teachers

operational skills" (64%), and teaching students programming
skills" (50%).

One respondent included "teaching teachers

problem solving skills as another reason for providing
programming instruction.
Question 5: Which programming languages do you currently
offer preservice teachers? inservice/graduate teachers?

Respondents' choices included "P" for preservice teachers
and/or "I" for inservice/graduate teachers.
included:

Languages

BASIC, PILOT, Logo, HyperTalk, and other.

Table 2 shows the frequency of choices made by

respondents.

The programming language offered to preservice

of responses).

For inservice teachers, the programming

teachers chosen most frequently by respondents was Logo (57%

language offered to inservice teachers chosen most
frequently by respondents was HyperTalk (79% of responses).

The, least frequently chosen programming language offered to
both preservice and inservice teachers was PILQT.
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Qther

Table 2 - Programming Languages Used by Schools, Frequency
of Choices
PRESERVICE

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
BASIC

8 (57%)
6 (43%)

HyperTalk

6 (43%)

Logo

2 (14%)
1 (7%)

*Other
PILOT

INSERVICE

10
5
11
1

(71%)
(36%)
(79%)
(7%)

*Other programming languages reported by respondents were:

Authoring languages, Pascal, C., ADA, for preservice
teachers.

programming languages offered were Pascal and authoring
languages.

Ouestion 6:

Why was/were thesd programming languages

chosen?

Reasons most frequently given for choosing programming
languages included:

the availability of the language at

different levels of schools (for example, Logo in elementary

schools), preferences or biases of faculty, and advantages
of languages chosen.

HyperTalk and Logo were most

frequently mentioned as being conducive to problem solving
and creativity.

Logo was specifically mentioned for its use

with robotics and HyperTalk was specifically mentioned for
its use with multimedia.

Ouestion 7: Which programming languages were previously
offered but are no longer offered? Choices included: BASIC,
PILOT, Logo, HyperTalk, and other.

BASIC was marked most frequently (57%) as the language

nO longer offered followed by PILOT (43%) and Logo (7%).

Other languages no longer offered included Pascal and
FORTRAN.
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Question 8;

Why was/were these prbgramining languages

dropped?

Of the 10 respondents to this question, 90% of the

respondents reported that prograinitiing languages wete dropped
because they were outdated or replaced by other languages.

One respondent reported that no languages were dropped, but
were deemphasized to allow for more time with emerging
topics.

Question 9;
tools?

Do yOu offer courses in hypermedia development

Choices included:

yes or no

Though respondents to this question should have only
included those who did offer programming skills, two

additional respondents also responded to this portion of the

questionnaire.

Hypermedia development tools were offered as

a course for teachers by 87% of the respondents.

Question 10: Which hypermedia development tools are offered
for teachers? Choices included: HyperCard, HyperStudio,
Toolbook, Linkway, and Qther.

HyperCard was the most popular hypermedia development
tool offered to teachers with 94% of the responses.

Linkway

received 56% of the responses followed by HyperStudio (37%),
and Toolbook (6%).
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CHAPTER ly

DISCUSSION

The objectives of this project included the following:
(a) to identify topics these representatives deemed
important in the technology education of teachers, (b) to

describe decisions made regarding computer programming
skills, (c) to disclose the current status of programming in
computer education courses, and (d) to differentiate between
information provided to preservice and credentialed
teachers.

The results of this study fulfilled the

objectives of this project.

Though the sample of this study

was small^ the return rate of 95% (19 of 20 campuses

returned questionnaires) provided the reader with a solid,
system-wide profile of California State University's
computer coursework for t®^c:her education students.

The

following sections discuss the findings of each objective.
Important Topics in the Technoloov Education of Teachers
Differences in how California categorizes preservice and
inservice teachers is imperative prior to discussing the
results for these two groups.

In other states, once a

teaOher receives a credential or certificate they are
considered inservice teachers when they begin teaching.

California, preservice teachers receive a preliminary

teaching credential.

In order to receive a professional
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In

clear teaching credential, the candidate must fulfill a
fifth year of study, among other requirements.

As of July

1, 1988, this fifth year Of study must include the
completion of computer education coursework.

Teachers applying for teaching credentials from another

state (no matter how many years of teaching experience) must
also fulfill this fifth year.

Accordingly, students

ehrolled in these computer classes may include pres;ervice
teaichers who have not taught as Well as inservice teachers
with credentials from other states who have a great number

of years experience,

Kay (1989, 1992) discusses the many

different approaches to designing computer literacy courses.
The global approach would best describe the approach adhered

to by the California State University system.

The most

frequently chosen topics for both pireservice and inservice
teachers included:

operation of computers, curricular

applications, software/courseware knowledge and evaluation,
and telecommunications.

Had errors not been made in the

options for this section of the questiohnaire, "use of
computers in education" may have also been included.

This

list of topics includes general information in the form of
history as well as specific information such as
telecommunications.

Of specific Interest to this study was the topic of
programming skills.

This topic was chosen by 79% of the

respondents as a topic offered to inservice teachers and by
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63% of the respondents as a topic offered tppreservice
teachers.

This university system does not agree with

theorists such as Niess (1990) who consider programming
outdated.

Programming is offered to both preservice and

inservice teachers.

At some campuses programming is even

required prior to a teacher becoming credentialed or as a
prerequisite for inservice teachers and graduate students
prior to taking computer courses.
As a further comparison of campuses, the state could be

divided into two sections.

The campuses below and including

San Luis Obispo and Bakersfield would be considered southern
California campuses (see Appendix B, Figure 1).

The

campuses above and including Fresno would be considered
northern California campuses.

Differences were found in the

topics that northern and southern campuses offered to

teachers (see Appendix B, Figure 2 and Figure 3).

The topic

"use of computers in education," was not included in the
results of the following data due to the error made by the
author.

All northern campuses offer the following topics to

preservice teachers: curricular applications software,
software/courseware knowledge & evaluation, and
telecommunications.

All inservice/graduate teachers are

offered the following topics: curricular applications

software, software/courseware knowledge & evaluation.
In contrast, all southern California campuses offer the
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following topics to inserviGe/graduate teachers: curricular
applications software, software/courseware knowledge &

evaluation, authoring languages/systems, instructional
design, and telecommunications.

There were no topics

Offered to preservice teachers by all southern California
schools.

From these results, it seems evident that the

course topics at the southern campuses were directed towards
inservice/post^baccalaureate graduate students, whereas

northern campuses are directed to both preservice and
ihservice/post-baccalaureate teachers.
Differences in Preservice and Inservice Teacher Education

Though courses offered to preservice and inservice
teachers usually were the same, in some areas differences
were noted.

In the choice of topics, inservice teachers'

course offerings were very obvious.

All the respondents

chose "Curricular applications software," and

"Software/courseware knowledge and evaluation" with
"Telecommunications" following closely with 95% of the

respondents choosing this topic.

From these results, it was

clear that all inservice teachers enrolled in these courses

received instruction in these topics.

For preservice

teachers, the results were not as clear,
Preservice teachers did not receive 100% agreement by

respondents on any computer education topic.

In fact, one

respondent reported that computer courses were offered for
inservice teachers only—*-though preservice teachers
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sometiines enrolled.

The closest agreement by respondents

was in the topics pf"Operation of computer equipment" and

"Gurricular applications software" at 84% agreement.

Slight

differences were also evident in the specific area of

programming skills.

Respondents were asked to choose which

group, preservice or inservice teachers, were required to
learn programming skills.

Thirty-two percent reported that

preservice teachers were required to learn programming
compared to the 42% for inservice teachers.
These results support the assertions of Bruder (1989a)
in that inservice teachers' education should be the
direction schools of education are moving.

The results of

this questionnaire suggest that more detail and effort is
being directed towards the inservice teacher rather than the
preservice teacher.
The Relevance of Computer Programming in Computer Education

This Study suggests that this university system still

regards programming skills as releyant in teacher education
coursework.

Of the nineteen returned questionnaires, only

triree reported that programming skills were no longer
relevarit at their campus.

This study does not support

Troyer's (1988, p. 146) contention that the "prevalence of

Courses promoting computer programming skills has given way
to broader topics." The results of this study show that

programming still plays a role in teacher education
coursework in this university system.
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But the most

frequently qhosen goals for teaching prpgraihming to teachers
involved two other controversial topics: teaching

programming to foster programming skills and teaching
programming so that teachers can develop programs.
Decisions Made Regarding Gomouter Programming

These two topics have caused the most heated discussions
among theorists in current literature.

Though theprists

such as Papert (1980) and Ornstein (1992) believe that

problem solving skills can be taught through programming,
other theorists such as Johanson (1988) and Becker (1992)

cannot find strong evidence of this claim.
Additionally, instructing teachers in programming so
that teachers can create software for their classroom has

been opposed by many theorists who describe this goal as a

waste of time and unnecessary (Kearsley & Halley, 1986;
Maddux, 1992).

This goal is especially opposed if software

is being created with traditional programming languages such
as BASIC which these theorists consider time cohsuming and
unsophisticated*

The results of this study concur with these theorists.

Even though BASIC is included as a language currently being
offered (by approximately 26% of the respondents to this

question), this prograWiiiiing language is also the most

frequently chosen language being removed from teacher
education courses.
and time consuming*

Respondents considered BASIC outdated
On the other hand, Logo (the most
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frequently chosen language) and HyperTalk were languages
highly chosen by respondents.
Authoring languages and systems were reported in current

literature as being an alternative to traditional
programming languages especially when used with other media.

This author was encouraged in finding that hypermedia
developmental tools were prevalent in this university

system.

Hypermedia tools were offered by 87% of the schools

responding to this questioh.

HyperCard.

The most popular tool was

Of the three respondents that did not offer

programming instruction at their campus, the advantages of
authoring languages were expressed by two.

Authoring

languages seem to be an important topic that this university
system is embracing in teacher education.
The definition that this author adheres to concerning
programming languages may have caused problems with the
results of this study.

While some respondents accepted the

combination of authoring languages and programming languages
in this question about programming languages offered, a few
of the respondents made clear distinctions between

traditional programming languages and authoring languages.
These distinctions were made by not answering the

programming section of the questionnaire or by clarifying
their answers by separating authoring languages from
programming languages.

This author agrees with Rude-Parkihs (1990, p. 271)
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definition of a programming language as a "set of commands
for producing prescribed outcomes understood by both the

programmer and the computer."

By this definition, in many

ways, authoring languages such as HyperTalk and PILOT have
"commands" that "produce prescribed outcomes on the

computer." This author believes that novice programmers
whether using authoring languages such as HyperTalk or

traditional programming languages such as BASIC still
acquire the knowledge of learning how commands they use
affect the outcome in their program.

From a computer

science standpoint in which the algorithmic characteristics

of the programming language are important, this distinction
may be more necessary.

The questionnaire may have been more

useful to respondents if authoring languages were separated
from the programming language section.

By doing this,

respondents would have been able to respond to questions
about authoring languages without the confusion of including
traditional programming languages also.
The Future of Hvpermedia Developmental Tools

This author has found little in current literature that

discusses or outlines how HyperCard is best taught to
teachers.

Further research is needed in this area in order

to provide teacher educators with current information
regarding possible disadvantages of this technology.

A,uthors such as Heller (1990) and Marchionini (1988) have
addressed the problems of Hypermedia such as disorientation
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and cognitive overload.

Maddux (1992) also cautioned that

using authoring languages such as HyperTalk can be as

difficult as traditional prograraming languages to learn.
Programining skills may be beneficial when using authoring

languages; therefore, programming may still be a necessary
skill.

CONCLUSIONS

Educating teachers in the current technologies they will

encounter daily in their Qlassrobms is an important and

difficult task for universities and schools today.

Galloway

(1992, p. 499) writes, "Teachers' misconceptions, limited
understandings and inept explanations can have a significant

effect not only on the teachers' own use of computers in
teaching but also on their students."
For those educators designing courses in which teachers

will enroll, having examples of how other universities

accomplish this task can be enlightening and valuable.
Through this study, a profile was developed of how the

California State University system educates teachers about
computer technology has been provided.

Preservice and

inservice teachers are offered varied computer education
topics, the most frequently chosen being operatiorial skills

with computer equipment, curricular applications software,
and software/courseware knowledge and evaluation.

These

topics are offered most frequently through departments or
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schools of education.

One topic of specific concern of this

study was programitiing skills.

Though many theorists consider programming as outdated
and irrelevant to teachers, this study does not support this
belief.

Only three of the 19 respondents did not include

programming skills as a topic offered to preservioe or
inservice teachers.

Programming skills are taught most

frequently to develop teachers' competence in teaching their
students problem solving.

Purther research in comparing the

programming skills learned with traditional languages and
authoring languages such as HyperTalk may be of interest to
teacher educators.

The languages most frequently chosen for

these courses included: LOgo, BASIC, and HyperTalk.

HyperTalk has become a popular authoring languagetused in
teacher education programs as shown by the results of this

study.

Research may help to support what educators are

already using in their classrooms.

Interesting to note,

BASIC was also the most frequently chosen language removed
from these same courses.

Programming languages were chosen

for their ease, availability^ and by faculty biasess and

Finally, the use of hypermedia deve1opmenta1 tools was

responded to affirmatively by 14 of the 16 respondents to
the programming sectiori of the questionnaire.

This topic

has been embraced by this university system with HyperCard

being the most popular tool used by instructors.
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iThis

author notes that few studies have investigated methods for
instructing teachers in these tools.
area other scholars should address.
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This is a research

APPENDIX A

QUESTIONNAIRE AND FREQUENCy TABLES

QUESTIONNAIRE

Sent to each representatiye of ASTUTE with a cover letter
and self addressed stamped envelope.

Beginning of Questionnaire
*RETURN BY JANUARY 31, 1993*

DIRECTIONS; The following questions pertain to teacher
computer education courses, programming skills, and whether
these topics are offered to preservice and/or
inservice/graduate teachers- On most questions, answers can
be checked in response. Other questions contain more
specific instructions on responding. Most questions are

close-ended in format, others are open—ended and require a
brief description or answer.

1)

DO ypu offer courses in computing?
yes

.no

(If tio, prodeed to question 2. If fes/ proceed to Part I,)
2) Why are computer cburses hot Offered to teachers?

3) Will computer courses be offered at a future time?
Yes

No

The remainder of the questionnaire pertains to computing
courses.

Proceed to the end of this questionnaire for

further directions.
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PART I:

1)

EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING COURSES

What is the enrollment in your computing courses per
quarter/semester?
less than 100

2)

401-500

101-200

, 501-600

201-300

601-700

301-400

more than 701

Computer courses are offered in which departments or

schpols?

Mark all answers that apply.

Education

Computer science

other

3)

Computer courses are offered to:
apply.

Mark all answers that

Preservice teachers
Inservice teachers/graduate students
4)

Which topics do you offer preservice teachers (P)?
inservice/graduate teachers (I)? Circle "P" or "I" next

to all answers that apply*
P

I

Gperatipn of computer
equipment education

P

I

Use of computers in
education

P

I

Curricular applicatipns
software

P

I

Software/courseware of
knowledge & evaluation

P

I

History of Computers

P

I

instructional design

P

I

Programming skills

P

I

Telecommunications

P

I Authoring languages/systems

(If "programming skills" was not chosen proceed to question
5. If "programming skills" was chosen then proceed to Part
II')

5) Was programming part of the curriculum previously?
Yes

No
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6) If yes, why was programming removed?

7) If no, why was programming not included in the
curriculum?

The remainder of questionnaire pertains to programming.
Proceed to the end of the questionnaire for further
directions

PART II:

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING INSTRUCTION

1) How is programming offered to teachers?
___ part of a computer education course
as a separate course

2) Learning programming is required of which groups?
preservice

___ inservice/graduate

None

3) How was programming designed into the curriculum? (brief
description)

4) Programming instruction is offered to develop teacher
competence in: Mark all answers that apply.
developing courseware for their students

developing teachers' computer operational skills

teaching their students programming skills
teaching their students problem solving
other
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5)

Which programitiing languages do you currently offer
preservice teachers (P)? inservice/graduate teachers
(I)? Circle "P" or "I" next to all answers that apply.
P

I

BASIC

P

I

LOGO

P

I

PILOT

P

I

HyperTalk

P

I

other

.

6)

Why was/were these programining languages chosen?

7)

Which prograinining languages were previously offered but
are no longer offered?

8)

BASIC

LOGO

PILOT
other

HyperTalk
\
/. ■ :

■ :

Why was/were these programming languages dropped?

9) Do you offer courses in hypermedia development tools?

■

■_

Yes

No

(If yes^ proceed to question lOy if no, proceed to the end
of the questionnaire for further details.)
10) Which hypermedia development tools are offered for
teachers?

HyperCard

Toolbook

HyperStudio

■

LinkWay

Other

DIRECTIONS FOR RETURNING:

Please mail this questionnaire in the stamped, selfaddressed envelope enclosed. Thank you for your help.
—End of Questionhaire
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FREQUENCY^ TART,ES
frequency of responses to close ended

usingF the

EPI statistical program.
Coding is as follows: 1 = Yes
unless otherwise specified.

Question 1:

0 = No

Not Applioable

Do you offer courses in computing
Responses

Freq.
0

1 ■
9- ■■

19

0

Total

Question 3

9 =

Percent
0%
100%
0%

19

100%

Will computer courses be offered at a future
time?

Responses

Freq.

Percent

0

0%

■ :: ; ■ ■ ■ ■

1
9

0

19

Total

PART I:

19

0%
100%

100%

EDUCATIONAL COMPUTING COURSES

1;

What is the enrollment in your computing
courses per quarter/semester?

is as follow^:
3
1

1 = less than 100, 2 - 101-200,

201-300, 4 = 301-400, 5 = 401-500, 6 = 501-600,
EOl-700, 8 = mb^^

700.

Responses
' '

1

Freq.

Percent

4

21.1%
42.1%
26.3%

8

5

'^/■■5.3'%^ ■

4

, ■ ;i;/''
19

:''65,

5. 3%
100%

Courses are offered in which

Question 2:

departinients or schools?
Comptiter Science

Education
Responses

Freq.

0

0

Responses

Percent

1
9

19
0

0%
100%
0%

Total

19

100%

Freq.

Percent

7

0

36.8%
63.2%
0%

19

100%

0

. .

1

Total

9

12

,

■■

Other

Responses
0

.

Freq.

63.2%
36.8%
0%

12

7

■; 1 .
9

0

Total

Question 3;

Percent

19

100%

cdmputer courses are offered to:
Inservice Teachers

PreSeryice Teachers

Responses

Percent

Freq.

Responses

Freq.

Percent

0

0%

19

100%

9

0

0%

Total

19

0

■' 9

0

5.3%
94.7%
0%

Total

19

100%

Question 4:

Which topics do you offer pieservice and

1

0

1 ;.

18

■

1 ■ ■

lOOi

inservice/graduate teachers?

Operation of computer equipment
Inservice

Preservice
Responses
0

■

1
9

Total

Percent

Responses

3

15.8%

0

16

84.2%

Freq.

■ ■ ■■

0
19

;

Freq.

Percent

3

0%

9

0

15.8%
84.2%
0%

100%

Total

19

100%

16

66

Curricuiar Applications Software
Inservice

Preservice

Percent

Responses

Freq.

Percent

Responses

Freq.

0

3

0

0

1

16

1

19

9

0

15.8%
84.2%
0%

9

0

0%
100%
0%

Total

19

100%

Total

19

100%

History of Computers
Inservice

Preservice

Freq.

Percent

0

7

1

12

0%

9

0

36.8%
63.2%
0%

100%

Total

19

100%

Freq.

Percent

Responses

0

6

1

13

31.6%
68.4%

9

0

Total

19

Responses

Programming Skills
Inservice

Preservice

Freq.

Percent

0

4

1

15

9

0

21.1%
78.9%
0%

Total

19

100%

Freq.

Percent

Responses

0

7

Responses

1

12

9

0

36.8%
63.2%
0%

Total

19

100%

Authoring Languages/Systems
Inservice

Preservice

Freq.

Percent

0

3

1

16

9

• 0

15.8%
84.2%
0%

Total

19

100%

Responses

Freq.

Percent

Responses

0

8

9

11
0

42.1%
57.9%
0%

Total

19

100%

1

67

Use of Computers in Education
Inservice

Pireservice
Percent

Responses

Percent

0

8

9

8

0%
57.9%
42.1%

19

100%

Total

19

100%

10

Total

Freq.

5.3%
52.6%
42.1%

1

0

Responses

11

Software/Courseware Knowledge & Evaluation
Preservice

Inservice
Freq.

Percent

Responses

0

4

1
9

0

21.1%
78.9%
0%

0

15

Total

19

100%

Total

Responses

Freq.

Percent

v" V0%'':
100%
0%

1
9
19

100%

Instructional Design
Inservice

Preservice

Responses

Percent

Responses
0

0

63.2%
36.8%
0%

19

100%

Total

Freq.
12
7

Total

Freq.

Percent

3
0

15.8%
84.2%
0%

19

100%

16

Telecommunications
Inservice

Preservice

Freq.

Percent

0

1

1

18

9

0

5.3%
94.7%
0%

Total

19

100%

Responses

Freq.

Percent

Responses

0

4

1

15

9

0

21.1%
78.9%
0%

Total

19

100%

68

Question 5;

Was prograiinning previously offered?
Freg.

Percent

1

1

9

15

15.8%
5.3%
78.9%

Total

19

100%

Responses
0

PART II:

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING INSTRUCTION

Question 1: How is programming offered to teachers?
Part Of a computer

As a separate course

education course

Freg.

Percent

0

5

1

9

9 . ■

5

26.3%
47.4%
26.3%

19

100%

Freg.

Percent

Responses

0

0

1
9

14

0%
73.7%

5

26.3%

Total

19

100%

Responses

Question 2;:

Total

Learning programming is required of

which

groups1?

Inservice

Preservice

Freg.

Percent

0

5

1

8

9 • .

6

26.3%
42.1%
31.6%

19

100%

Responses

Freg.

Percent

Responses

0

7

1

6

9

6

36.8%
31.6%
31.6%

Total

19

100%

■

Total
None

Responses

Freg.

Percent

0

9
4

47.4%
21.1%

; 9■

6

31.6%

Total

19

1

^

69

100%

Question 4

Programming instruction is offered to develop
teacher competence in;
Developing teachers' computer
operational skills

Developing courseware for
their students

Freq.

Percent

Freq.

Percent

Responses

0

4

26.3%

10

1

47.4%

9

5

21.1%
52.6%
26.3%

0

1

9

26.3%

Total

19

100%

Total

Responses

Teaching their students
problem solving

Teaching their students

programming skills
Responses

Total

Percent

0

1

1

13

9

5

5.3%
68.4%
26.3%

Total

19

100%

Percent

Responses

7
5

36.8%
36.8%
26.3%

19

100%

*Other included:

*Other

Responses

Freq.

Freq.

7

Freq.

Teaching teachers problem

Percent
:

V

csril-vri nrr

cVi l Ts:^ '
'^

0

100%

19

13

68.4%

■

^

1

1

9

5

5.3%
26.3%

Total

19

100%

Question 5;

Which programming languages do you currently
offer preservice and inservice/graduate
teachers?
BASIC

Inservice

Preservice

Responses

Percent

0

9

5

42.1%
31.6%
26.3%

Total

19

100%

1

Responses

Freq.

Percent

9

5

47.4%
26.3%
26.3%

19

100%

5

Total

70

PILOT

Inservice

Preservice

Responses

Freq.

Percent

Responses
0

14

1

0

9

5

73.7%
0%
26.3%

Total

19

100%

1

1

9

5

68.4%
5.3%
26.3%

Total

19

100%

13

0

Freq.

Percent

Logo
Inservice

Preservice

Responses

Freq.

Percent

9

5

31.6%
42.1%
26.3%

Total

19

100%

6 ,

0

;1

' ■ ,■

8

Responses

Freq.

Percent

5

21.1%
52.6%
26.3%

19

100%

0

4

'.T

10

Total

9 ■■

HyperTalk
Inservice

Preservice

Responses

Freq.

Percent

Responses

0

8

1

6

5

42.1%
31.6%
26.3%

19

100%

9

■

Total

Freq.

Percent

0

3

1

11

9

5

15.8%
57.9%
26.3%

Total

19

100%

*Other

Inservice

Preservice

Responses

Freq.

0

12

1
9

2
5

Total

19

*Other included:

Percent

Responses

63.2%
10.5%
26.3%

0

13

1

1

9

5

Total

19

1005

Freq.

Percent

68.4%
5.3%
26.3%

Authoring languages, Pascal, C, and ADA.

71

Question 7:

Which programiaing languages were previously
offered but are no longer offered.

Pilot

BASIC

Responses

Freq.

Percent

Responses

0

6

1

8

9

5

31.6%
42.1%
26.3%

Total

19

100%

Freq.

7

1

6

9

6

36.8%
31.6%
31.6%

Total

19

100%

Responses
0

13

1

0

9

6

68.4%
0%
31.6%

Total

19

100%

12

1

1

9

6

63.2%
5.3%
31.6%

Total

19

100%

Freq.

Percent

*Other included:

*Other

Freq.

0

12

1

1

9

6

Total

19

Question 9;

0

Percent

0

Responses

Percent

HyperTalk

Logo
Responses

Freq.

Percent

Pascal, FORTRAN

63.2%
5.3%
31.6%
100^

Do you offer courses in hypermedia development
tools?

Responses

Freq.

Percent

0

2

1

14

9

3

10.5%
73.7%
15.8%

Total

19

100%

72

Question 10:

Which hypermedia development tools are offered
for teachers?

HyperStudio

HyperCard

Percent

Responses

9

1
15
3

5.3%
78.9%
15.8%

0
1
9

10
6
3

52.6%
31.6%
15.8%

Total

19

100%

Total

19

100%

0

1

Freq.

Freq.

Percent

Responses

Toolbook
Responses

Linkway
Freq.

9

15
1
3

Total

19

0
1

Percent

Responses

Freq.

Percent

78.9%
5.3%
15.8%

0
1
9

7
9
3

36.8%
47.4%
15.8%

Total

19

100%

100^

Other

Responses

Freq.

Percent

0

16

84.2%

1

0

9

3

0%
15.8%

Total

19

73

100%

APPENDIX B

NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN CAMPUSES

Figure 1.

A Map of California State University Campuses *
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Figure 2.

Topics Offered at Ndrthern Caitipuses

Northern California Campuses:

Fresno> San Jose,

San Francisco, Sonpiiia, Sacramento, Chico, Humboldt.

TEACHERS

Preservice

TOPICS

88%

88%

100%

100%

c"

38%

50%

D

50%

63%

63%

63%

100%

100%

" B. ■

■■

•"

■

rnservice

g'':

y:';

v25%^ - :

50%

100%

88%

TOPICS INCLUDEi

A =
B =
C =
D=
E=
F G=

Operation of computer equipment (A)
Curricular applications Software (B)
Histoty of cdmputers (C)
Programming skills (D)
Authoring langUages/sYstems (E)
Software/courseware knowledge & eyaluation (F)
InstructionaT design (G)

H = Teleeommunications (H)
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Figure 3.

Topics Offered at Southern Campuses

Southern California campuses include:

San Luis Obiispo,

Bakersfield, Northridge, San Bernardino, Los Angeles,
Pomona, Dominguez Hills, Fullerton, Long Beach, San Marcos,
San Diego.

TEACHERS

TOPICS

Preservice

Inservice

A

82%

82%

B

73%

100%

C

91%

73%

D

64%

82%

E

54%

100%

F

64%

100%

G

36%

100%

H

64%

100%

TOPICS INCLUDE:

A =
B =
C =
D =
E =
F =
G=
H =

Operation of computer eguipment (A)
Curricular applications software (B)
History of computers (C)
Programming skills (D)
Authoring languages/systems (E)
Software/courseware knowledge & evaluation (F)
Instructional design (G)
Telecommunications (H)
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